
Y5 Geography Map skills

Y6 Geography Water Cycle

GGA- Geography Year 6
Summer 1 Geography Rivers and Great Ouse Fieldwork. River Features and River Management

Key Vocabulary and definition

A river is a course of water that flows to another water source such as a sea, an ocean, lake or even 
another river. It can have different sources and creates a number of different features along its route e.g. 
waterfalls, meanders, ox-bow lakes etc

Source The place where a river begins is called its source.

Tributary Is a stream or river that flows into a larger stream or main river or a lake.

Confluence a meeting point of two or more rivers, so the point where a tributary joins the main 
river

Meander is a winding curve or bend in a river.

Ox-bow lake An oxbow lake is a U-shaped lake that forms when a wide meander of a river is cut 
off, creating a lake

Levee A levee is a natural or artificial mound or wall that blocks river water from flooding

Floodplain is an area of flat land alongside a river. This area gets covered in water when 
the river floods.

Mouth The place where a river enters a lake, larger river, or the ocean

Why are we learning this?

To understand how rivers form.

To know how to identify the key features of a river from 
the source to the mouth of a river.

To recognise man-made and natural features of river 
management along the Gt Ouse River.

To know how to make observations and record 
information in fieldwork

To develop our map skills using OS/ GIS (Digi-maps)

Why is it important?

To understand that rivers provide a source of water, for 
life and transport around the world

To understand the human and physical features of our 
locality - Bedford

To know how to use enquiry skills: analysing and 
evaluating the impact of man-made river management 
along the Great Ouse River.

Learning Links to: 



Y5 Map skills

Y6 Maths – Interpreting data and creating 
graphs

GGA- Geography Year 6 
Summer 2 Bedford Local Geography and Fieldwork: Street Surveys

Key Vocabulary and definition

Bedford – Bedfordshire. A geographical study of Bedford, and how it has changed from the 
past to today.

Urban Relates to the characteristics of a town or city

Rural Relates to the characteristics of the countryside

Market Town Bedford is a market town- it has historically held a market weekly

Street Survey Uses data of land use and human features to collect information for 
comparisons. Our survey looks at house types and construction 
materials and features to compare a Victorian street and a modern 
street in our locality (Goldington)

Why are we learning this?

To gain knowledge of the human factors for our locality - Bedford

To know how Bedford has developed as a market town over the years by using and 
comparing GIS maps (Digi-maps)

To know how to make observations and record information in fieldwork

To develop our map skills using OS/ GIS (Digi-maps)

Why is it important?

To know about and develop a connection with our locality- Bedford.

To understand the human and physical features of our locality - Bedford

To know how to conduct street surveys and use fieldwork data and observations 

Learning Links to: 


